Spectral analysis in clinical electro-encephalography.
In the past two years the above computerisations have been applied as a routine in over 2500 EEG recordings in our department. From the experience gained with this type of registration, processing and presentation of the EEG signals it appears that the scope of electro-encephalographic examination has been considerably extended. This is evident from the following examples 1. Communication between EEG specialists and non-EEG specialists over electro-encephalographic examination is improved considerably by means of this way of data reduction and topographical presentation. 2. As far as the discriminating power is concerned, it appears that, for example, small differences in frequency of cerebral activities in for example slight unilateral or local disorders of the circulation in the brain can be indicated by the computer analysis, even if it is invisible to the naked eye [10]. 3. Further statistical analysis of various parameters has become possible by distinguishing between normal and abnormal importance in distinguishing between normal and abnormal EEG's of one and the same patient, the difference can be indicated both objectively and quantitatively. 4. By means of electrical filing of EEG signals simultaneous with the usual paper filing, there is the possibility of applying newly developed statistical and mathematical computer programs to the stored EEG data of patients whose brain disorders have been definitively diagnosed.